From John Mackay, Director Creation Research.

The email said Daniel had our meeting in the next town under control. Our UK ministry trainee Joseph Hubbard and I were grateful, because that Sunday night had been totally unbooked, and we had really prayed the Lord Jesus would fill it.

As advised in the email, we arrived at the church at 5pm for a 6pm meeting, where the pastor took us aside and said: “We know nothing about this. Tell us who you are and what you do.” So rather shocked we filled the pastor in and were grateful he was pleased to go with it.

Then he asked: “So who is Daniel?” We had to admit we didn’t know any Daniel at all. “Oh!” said the Pastor. “But Daniel supplied the advertising for tonight and circulated it and we don’t know any Daniel either!”

Daniel’s ads obviously worked because the meeting had a good crowd and from that meeting alone came the biggest continued pledge of support for the whole UK ministry trip - yet no Daniel showed for the meeting - or since - so who on earth is Daniel? Do you believe the Lord Jesus does answer prayer, and God’s Angels are ministering servants?

PS. THREE WEEKS ON:
The people who pledged support have already put £1000 in to help the UK ministry, and also promised £250 monthly personal support for Joseph ... what an exciting and encouraging way to start a faith walk for Jesus eh? As Jesus said: “Whatever you ask in my name that will I do that the Father may be glorified.” (John 14:13) Joseph is now full time for Creation Research.

GRANDMA’S DINO PROBLEM “The Lord Jesus has really sent you to our church today because my 11-year-old grandson used to come every week until he recently learned about dinosaurs and millions of years at school. Then he told me, ‘Grandma, the Bible lies... Dinosaurs turned into birds!’ ...and he hasn’t been back since. What you said about sceptics deliberately attacking children’s faith using dinosaurs is so true. I’m really going to use your new dinosaur books and DVD’s for kids. Please pray for my grandson, that he will come to trust Jesus’ Word above man’s.”

CLIMATE CHANGE TREASON! “My kids are rebelling against me,” Mum says, “My older son has loudly blamed me for ruining the planet and told me he’s having nothing to do with anything of my lifestyle. Our family is now in severe tension. What can I do?” Can’t you see it – the devil is using this issue not to fix the environment, but to destroy families! The young people are being trained, especially at Government schools, to rebel openly against their parents. I even had one Christian school in Australia block me from coming back, because I gave a presentation on the Biblical history of climate, which openly states the real problem began with sin in Genesis 3, and the first major climate change was a moral judgement called 'Noah’s Flood'. Since then the climate has been up and down - nothing to do with man’s industries.

SUPPORT JOSEPH via www.creationresearchuk.com home page
Keep up to date with Joseph at www.indianajoe.blog
or josephhubbard@creationresearchuk.com

TO SUPPORT THIS GREAT MINISTRY WITH YOUR DONATIONS CLICK
We are often asked: “How do you find such good fossils?” This always provides an opportunity to share how great our risen Saviour is. Some struggle when I tell them Jesus knows where all the best rocks are, because it is His planet. He is the Lord of Creation, King over the Flood, and reigns still. So rule 1 is we always ask before we do any field trip: “Lord open our eyes and open the Earth to those things that glorify you.” Trust you enjoy some of the new finds below and a poetic version of what we just said – on photo at right.

A research trip to the Isle of Wight produced dinosaur footprints, a skull, fossil pine trees, and great company. Pray as we continue to scour God’s rock layers for specimens we can put on display in our 4 Creation Research museums around the globe.

Let your eyes do the walking, keep your feet on the ground.
Let His mind do your thinking.
Put your hand in His hand,
And all those things shall be added unto you,
That bring Jesus glory in the land.

John Mackay 2019
I am writing this very jet-lagged at the start of our November USA ministry trip, only 2 weeks after myself and John Mackay wrapped up 10 weeks of ministry in the UK. That trip was an amazing success, particularly for research, and youth ministry, especially as it was all organised while I was completing 2 degrees, working full time as a Zoo Keeper until March to pay for my studies, plus Head Office in Australia had been without a secretary for 18 months! The new Van worked wonderfully from Cornwall to Scotland, so again thanks to all who donated. You have blessed this work tremendously.

As always, God sustained us through several months on the road. The Lord certainly has taught me a huge amount through the experiences of this trip, and I am sure He will continue to do so as we seek His plans for moving forward in the UK.

One particular point I took away from the 10 weeks was the astonishing number of times we were asked to deal with climate change, particularly poignant with the current 'climate strikes' taking place around the globe due to the 'extinction rebellion' movement, headed by the angry, arrogant and deceived teenager Greta Thunberg. The entire situation reeks of political control. You need look no further than my recent University situation where I, a paleobiology student, was forced to complete my degree by producing a paper on past environmental change with reference to the current climate crisis. Particularly when, even from an evolutionary geological perspective, Earth's climate has gone up and down throughout its existence, and climate could have had nothing to do with man's activities at all.

More importantly from a Biblical perspective, the Lord's Prayer sums it up nicely – “Give us this day our daily bread”. Bread comes from the bakery, which makes it out of wheat, which comes from the farmer, who can only grow it if the weather is right. Implication? God is the Sovereign Creator who has full control over the weather, and will use it to bless, or use it to curse (Job 1:21).

The problem with the entire Extinction Rebellion Movement is that REBELLION is exactly what it is – by rebels against God. Their whole basis is that because man causes climate change, man can control climate, so man can save the planet, therefore man is god! The exact opposite to each of us humbly getting on our knees and asking the Creator Lord, that His will be done. For an up-to-date Biblical view of Climate Change, see our documentary ‘A 2020 God’s Eye View of Climate’ by International Director John Mackay, now available as DVD or MP4 https://www.creationresearch.com.au/product/a-2020-gods-eye-view-on-climate-and-change-dvd/

After I had dropped John Mackay off at Heathrow Airport so he could head to Oz and family for a week, the UK Creation Research Team along with Maiden Films, spent two weeks filming the next three locations for our exciting joint ‘Rocks Cry Out’ project. Three Fossil Field Guide books and back up DVDs, dealing with Aust Cliff, Bristol; The Valley of Rocks, North Devon; and Charmouth, Dorset, will soon be added to our repertoire. The documentaries are free to watch online at www.therocksout.co.uk and the helpful Field Guides can be purchased from www.creationresearchuk.com.

Praise the Lord for fantastic research opportunities in the UK, including some brilliant new additions to the UK museum's projects. New additions include a complete Mosasaur skull, wonderful flood log-jam fossils from Scotland, and some fantastic research on fast-growing stalactites in historic canal tunnels! Pray that the Lord continues to provide new opportunities for research throughout the UK and the rest of the world.

Pray for us as John and I do 5 weeks ministry in the USA till mid December and I gain even more experience in teaching and research. Pray for future plans and finances, particularly as we move forward in ministry around the world. Pray for the UK team as they hold the fort back in England and continue to develop ministry potentials. Mostly pray for wisdom for us as we seek God's will in all things.

UK READERS SUPPORT WALES MUSEUM PROJECT THROUGH GIFT AID TO OUR CREATION RESEARCH TRUST. info@creationresearchuk.com TO SUPPORT THIS GREAT MINISTRY WITH YOUR DONATIONS CLICK
HEY ALL, Look what happened Thursday 24th October in our Strata Machine at our Aussie Jurassic Ark Museum (pic block right) ...one run only ...top left is first ...1. A sand flume of heavy mineral shoots up through lighter sand.

2. This was followed (top right) by thickening ... (note same quartz grains at base unmoved). Then 3 (bottom left) it penetrates further into lighter layers above.

Then 4 (middle right) a new chunky 'dyke' forms and we have even seen them move sideways under the top layers.

Such 'sedimentary dykes' are found around the globe enclosed vertically up through layers that supposedly took millions of years to form and go hard.

Such wrong thinking teaches the bottom layer that made the dyke, must have gone hard even before the ones on top. Now we know this is not so! AND what such dykes have always implied is that the layer below had not gone hard at all, no matter how long it had been there. Secondly, even the upper layers were still soft enough to be penetrated by the wet sand or mud being squished up as a dyke through them.

Such a concept is a pain to the believers in long slow millions of years of deposition, which is a key factor in many rejecting God’s record in Genesis.

This is the first time we have duplicated dykes and have proved it is an obviously rapid process - not a long time one. No records are known to us of this experiment having been done elsewhere. Advise if you know of any please. .

FOSSIL THORN RECORD BROKEN AGAIN! But what’s a Biblical perspective?

'TUESDAY 5TH NOVEMBER 2019, John Mackay found this spiny fossil plant in Ordovician limestone in Middle Tennessee (USA). . 'Impossible'; according to an evolutionist Prof we showed it to. Evolutionist thinking claims the 'first' spiny looking land plant SAWDONIA didn't evolve till way up in the Devonian (416 evolutionist million years ago), some 44 million e-years after our finds in the Middle Ordovician (460 million e-yrs ago).

Note also the layer seems to be full of tiny black spines that have broken off as the multiple lycopod type spiny land plants washed in, producing a parallelism of the stems, indicating a direction of flow. Of the several hundred specimens we have now found at this location, all show flow deposition.

Our multiple thorny/spiny plant finds in the Ordovician rocks now hold 2 world records as (a) the oldest land plant fossils (in evolutionary terms) as well as (b) the oldest spiny plant specimens. The Irish plant fossil Cooksonia (Middle Silurian - 425 million yrs old) is the closest competitor for 'first' land plant, but that would date it some 35 million e-years after our finds. So either the mapping and e-dating of the whole area is wrong from lower Ordovician to Devonian to Mississippian (no Silurian is present in Eastern Tennessee) as indicated on current TN Division of Geology maps, and/or we need a radical revision of evolutionary history. We have walked this whole sequence and confirmed it visually in many locations east of Nashville. This Middle Tennessee limestone rock is also full of sea shells and corals, so we know the spiny land plants were washed in.

A BIBLICAL CHALLENGE ... these layers containing thorns formed only after Adam sinned. The reason Jesus wore a crown of thorns is related to Adam’s sin bringing the first thorns onto the planet.
YOUNG JESSICA ENJOYING BABY BLUE

“As Homeschooling parents who have a deep interest in the education of children, Creation Research’s ‘Why ‘N’ How’ series couldn’t come at a better time for our young ones. The vibrant and informative pages had our three year old daughter engrossed for hours, with ‘Can you find baby blue?’ as an extra added thrill. Helpful phonetic assistance is provided with the trickier dinosaur names, with little snippets of learning written in a fun and accessible style. A really neat treat on every page, is that there are dinosaurs that need to be colored in. The whole book is written in a fun and engaging way where the child’s imagination can explore these wonderful creatures and where God is given the credit and glory on every page!”

NOW INTERACTIVE Who Made All The Dinosaurs?

After the first edition sold out in less than a year we have upgraded this great kids’ book so that it COMES ALIVE WITH SMART PHONE OR IPAD!

Now you can play hide and seek with Baby Blue on every page. Find out where dinosaurs came from and discover the big and little monsters God created.

Learn how to pronounce dino names with a “how to say it” guide. Kids will love this fun, interactive dino book & colour in pages! Ages 2-7.

“Fabulous! - useful in home-schooling little ones.”~ Homeschool Mum, Norfolk

“Just so helpful & clever & attractively done” ~ Pastor Pete

$12.00 each + p & p bulk discounts available

Get yours click SECURE ORDER

NEW USA MUSEUM PROJECT

Dr Glen Wilson and his wife Ruby will catch up with John Mackay and Joseph Hubbard in Tennessee for Thanksgiving at a family member’s house in Knoxville. John and Ruby have a burden to set up a second Jurassic Ark – another experimental Creation Research Museum. Dr Glen has his PhD in Soil Science particularly in erosion - something that happened on a huge scale at the start of Noah’s Flood. On his recent visit for a University Conference, he was thrilled by what he saw as he watched our hands-on, watch it, strata Machine. The big Ken Ham AiG museum is a fantastic theme park you can walk through on the subject of Creation, whereas Jurassic Ark is a hands-on outdoor experimental “come find the evidence yourself, dig it up, explore it, make it or break it”. Dr Glen firmly believes the Scripture which says: “Test everything and only keep the things that are true”. He is really convinced the USA needs a Jurassic Ark 2, an experimental teaching museum. So keep praying for the original Aussie one, and for wisdom about a similar project in the USA. Pray for Glen and Ruby as they plan to move back to Tennessee from his work place as a Government Soil scientist in Alabama, to prayerfully get involved in this project. Pray also for the Lord’s provision of all finances needed. Research certainly consumes a lot of funding in Australia, and we pray that you might continue to give towards Australian funds for wages, machinery, and expansion costs.

DROUGHT AND RAIN ON THE ARK

What a joy it is in the middle of a drought to be able to ask God’s people to pray for rain. This is exactly what happened just before 100mls of rain fell on Jurassic Ark in Gympie. The Lord has abundantly provided. Keep praying for the streams to fill our dams.

Also like the group from Bundaberg (right), organise a trip to the Aussie Creation Museum Jurassic Ark to see the wonderful evidence from Genesis through John, that God’s Word is true. Bring your unsaved friends that they too might come to know Christ as Creator and Lord.
Feminism, unisex, LGBTI, are now in free-fall. Sadly many of
the modern Bibles have also adopted the anti-male tone in
their translations. Some more than others. This is an issue I
have been fighting against for many years, sadly without
much success. So your newsletter was like a breath of fresh
air to me. And thank you so much, for your honesty and
truth.” Yours sincerely, Peter Thomson.

DR DIANE EAGER IN THE UK
Diane Eager spent some time in the UK during September and October, joining John and Joseph in one
of the churches at Oxford, where she spoke on our Jurassic Ark gardens and climate. In a second public
meeting in nearby Reading, a reconstructed ‘ape-man’ face, made to look partly human, was exposed
by Diane as a complete fabrication, based on nothing but another dead ape, with no excuse for giving it
any human features.

Whilst in the UK Diane continued her background research for our Creation Research newsletters, lectures and websites,
involving checking out the new “Evolution Garden” at Kew Gardens which consists of a series of garden beds with signs telling
visitors where the plants fit on the evolutionary ‘tree’, and when they supposedly evolved. Sadly the only evolution is in the
minds of those who drew up the evolutionary diagrams on the signs. The plants themselves are wonderful examples of brilliant
design and variation within kinds, just as God created them.

Diane commented: “The conference I lectured at in Derbyshire included Christians from across different parts of England. Many
shared they had heard creation talks before, but had not seen it put in the context of the Biblical Based ‘Good to Bad to Worse,
revealed picture of history’. Sadly most of them had not ever heard of Creation Research, so it was very good to be able to share
our websites and our business cards with them for follow up.”